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The Holy Quran  in a comprehensive explanation expresses the immateriality of the spirit in itself.

The underlined word means..............
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The Holy Quran in many  of its verses  invited Arabs of that day to rivalry in composing writings of

comparable truth and beauty. The word " Rivalry " means .........................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The prophet of Islam had  , at the first time , a widespread reputation for his wisdom and

trustworthiness. The underlined word means................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The  people  of Yathrib swore allegience to the prophet  and accepted him with open arms. the

word " Allegience" means................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The  contentment and humility are the practical parts of every revealed religion. The underlined

word means.................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

He had an excuse for his acts. The underlined word means................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Worldly rulers sacrifice this pure religion for their own impure , unscrupulous ends. The persian

equivalent of the underlined word  is........................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The man because of desire to this world and its transient pleasures , becomes afflicted with

painful torment and eternal adversity. The underlined word means.................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The Holy prophet has said " You have been created for .......................not  obliteration

fulfillment subsistance annihilation comprehension
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Islam is the religion whose .....................are based on the truth and the real  welfare of mankind.

miracles perditions injunctions battles
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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The prophet's uncle Abutalib took charge of him and became his ........................taking him into

his house.

propagator missionary guardian successor
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The .....................deeds lead to misery in this world and the next.

celestial iniquitous pleasing transmitted
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1. 2. 3. 4.

God the exalted says " We have ...................among them their livelihood in the life of the world,

and raised some of them above others in rank that some of them may  take labor from others.

apportioned refused accepted commanded
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The prophets were those who ........................the call of revelation and prophecy and brought

definitive proofs for their call.

considered received propagated guaranteed
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The basis of continuity of every society is ...................

justice revelation corruption deviation
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The prophet  said the first person to accept his call would be his vicegerent. The underlined word

has the closest meaning to ...................

companian partisan kin deputy
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The chivalry of Ali - upon whom be peace- was proverbial. The underlined word means

.....................

privation gallantry declaration injunction
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The evil actions cause the wretchedness of man. The underlined word means ...............

temptation persistence felicity misery
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Those who forget the Day of reckoning , have an awful ......................

finitude doom happinees maintenance
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The one  special characteristics which distinguishes man from the animals is ................

language creation intellect captivity
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1. 2. 3. 4.

.......................is what the prophets of God received through revelation and as a message from

God and conveyed to mankind.

Prophecy Sincerity Messager Religion
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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Islamic religion is comprised of three universal principles of ........................ , prophecy and

eschatology.

unity Imamat the Holy Quran Hajj
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The soul of man in the ...........................possesses the same form as his life  in this world .

resurrection philosophy purgatory religion
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Ali was born ten years before the  commencement of the prophetic ...................... of the prophet.

combination pretence rebellion mission
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In all periods of his history, the number of people ......................with the power of prophecy has

been limited to a few individuals.

endowed penetrated emanated distinguished
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1. 2. 3. 4.

A part of theology and philosophy concerned with the final events in the history of the world or

the ultimate destiny of humanity is referred to ........................

purgatory doom theology eschatology
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Death which is the  .................... of the spirit from the body , introduces man to another stage of

life in which felicity or disappointment relies to his/ her evil deeds in this world.

annihilation discussion separation direction
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The..................explanation of the Quran belongs to the elite alone.

exoteric apparent awful esoteric
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Among the sacred texts , the ........................is the only one to have spoken in detail about the Day

of judgement.

Torah Quran Psalm Gospel
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Shiism has penetrated into the principal purpose of Islam , which is to ....................man's

primordial nature andhas investigated such  things as the methods used by the prophet in guiding

the community.

purify destroy create revivify
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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